Abstract. In this paper, we propose an efficient stereo image rectification method using the horizontal baseline. Since the stereo camera is generally manually arranged, there are geometric errors due to the camera misalignment and the differences between the camera internal characteristics. Although the conventional calibration-based stereo image rectification method is simple, it has an opportunity to provide the results that have some visual distortion such as image skewness. Therefore, the proposed method calculates the baseline for stereo image rectification, which is parallel to the horizontal line in the real world. Using this baseline, we estimate the camera parameters and the rectification transform. By applying the transform to the original images, we obtain the rectified stereo images. Experimental results show that the results of the proposed method provide the better rectified stereo image without visual distortion.
Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) TV provides us more realistic video contents than the current two-dimensional (2D) television broadcasting. Since the input signal of 3DTV is composed of more than single viewpoint images or videos, users can watch the scene with immersive feeling. In recent years, much research on 3DTV and 3D content generation has been investigated to satisfy the increasing demands for realistic multimedia services in the world [1] .
In order to generate 3D contents for 3DTV, at least two view images are required basically. Two cameras, called the stereo camera, capture a 3D scene or object in the real world from two different positions. Users watch this stereo image with 3D sense with stereoscopic displays. Moreover, from this stereo image, we can estimate the scene's depth information using stereo matching [2] , and also generate novel view images based on the depth.
However, there is a constraint to use stereo images for 3D applications. Two image planes of the stereo camera determine their epipolar geometry that satisfies the epipolar constraint between two images. Epipolar constraint is that a point in one image has its corresponding points in the other image along an epipolar line. Therefore, if the epipolar l points have the same verti difference between two im displacement. The visual q the stereo matching proces stereo image captured by parallel epipolar lines. Ther internal parameter differenc
In order to solve these p Image rectification is rotatio lines parallel each other. T captured by two physicallyImage rectification has b based on the image feature rectification has been exten of image feature based recti It is also influenced by th rectification gives more s essential information for 3 calibrated before the rectific the results.
In this paper, we explain baseline. We introduce the explain the proposed met calculate the horizontal bas rectification transform. By obtain the rectified stereo im we conclude this paper in S 2 Stereo Geometry Figure 1 shows the geomet C 2 , and the object at the po . Ho lines in each image plane are parallel, the correspond cal coordinates. In other words, there is no vertical pi mages. In this case, the stereo image has only horizon quality of the image as the 3D contents increases and a ss becomes very simple [3] . Unfortunately, the pract a manually arranged stereo camera does not have re are not only position and orientation differences but a ces between two cameras. problems in stereo images, we perform image rectificati on and movement of two image planes that makes epipo he rectified stereo image is then considered as the ima -equal cameras with only horizontal camera interval. been studied for long time. There are two categories; on s [4] [5] , and the other is calibrated case [6] [7] . Recen nded to cover the multiple views [8] . In general, the re ification has some visual distortion such as image skewi he extracting features. While the calibration based im stable results and rectified camera parameters which 3D applications. However, the stereo cameras have to cation, and the reliability of calibration is also influence n a stereo image rectification method using the horizon e stereo geometry briefly in Section 2. In section 3, thod. After scene capturing and camera calibration, seline for rectification. Using this baseline, we estimate applying this transform to the original stereo image, mage. After showing the experimental results in Section Section 5. By operating two camera m 1 and m 2 in each image plane has to be on the epi defined as the intersecting l by M, C 1 , and C 2 , which is Figure 2 shows the geo epipolar lines in each ima changed and also each im planes and epipolar lines ar the baseline. In this case, coordinates. It means tha corresponding points.
Proposed Stereo I
In this section, we explain conventional method bas rectification is determined a are the same as C 1 and C horizontal line in the real w users' view.
Therefore, the proposed horizontal line in the real method. After scene capt calibration [9] . By using th parallel to the real horizont o Image Rectification Method Using Horizontal Baseline o cameras also have their own coordinate systems. E has three axes; vertical, horizontal, and principal axes. T d the optical axis, which indicates the optical ray direct as, the object located on M is projected to the image po plane. The corresponding point of m 1 in the right im ipolar line. The epipolar line of the right image plane line between the right image plane and the plane descri called the epipolar plane. ometry of the rectified stereo image that has the para age plane. All the points in the Fig. 2 excluding M mage plane is rotated and moved. Therefore, two im re parallel to the line through C' 1 and C' 2 which is cal two image points m' 1 and m' 2 have the same vert at there is no vertical pixel displacement between t
Fig. 2. Rectified stereo geometry
Image Rectification Method n our proposed method to rectify the stereo image. In sed on the camera parameters [6] , the baseline as the line through C 1 and C 2 in Fig. 1 . Then, C' 1 and C 2 after rectification. If this baseline is not parallel to world, the rectified image can be skewed with respect to d method calculates the baseline that is parallel to l world. Figure 3 shows the procedure of the propo turing, we estimate the camera parameters by cam hese camera parameters, we calculate the baseline which tal line, and then we estimate the camera parameters of h is f the rectified stereo image based on the baseline. Finally, we obtain the rectified stereo image by applying the rectification transform to the captured images. This transform is computed using both of the original and estimated camera parameters. Fig. 3 . Procedure of the proposed method
Baseline Calculation
After obtaining camera the parameters by camera calibration, we calculate the baseline. Baseline calculation begins with the initial line which is obtained by connecting the two camera centers. From this initial line, we can calculate the baseline. The baseline must satisfy the following two conditions. First, this baseline and the initial line are on the same plane that has its normal vector as the direction of the new principal axis. The new principal axis is determined as the direction orthogonal to both of the initial line and the average direction of all the original vertical axes. It means that the baseline can preserve the orientation of the camera array which is obtained based on camera positions.
The second condition is that the baseline is parallel to the horizontal line in the real world. It guarantees that the rectified stereo image according to this baseline does not have the skew problem. In order to obtain such a baseline, we use a line image projection algorithm that requires an image containing a short and non-tilted line like Fig. 4(a) . Through the line image projection, we can measure the slope of the initial line, and then we can calculate a suitable correction vector to make the baseline parallel to the real horizontal line.
Fig. 4. Line image projection
In order to measure the slope of the initial line, we assume that the line image is left of the stereo view. We then project this image so that the horizontal axis of the image plane is parallel to the initial line. As a result, the projected image has the line tilted as the slope of the initial line as indicated in Fig. 4(b) . We can measure the slope of this line by counting the number of pixels between the start-point and the end-point of the line. This measured value means the slope of the initial line.
After measuring the slope of the initial line, we need a correction vector to obtain the baseline that satisfies the second condition. Figure 5 shows how to calculate the correction vector. The cross product between the new principal axis and the initial line vector makes the orthogonal vector. The correction vector is then calculated as the sum of the initial line vector and the orthogonal vector. In order to calculate the baseline, we measure the slope of the correction vector. By using the line image projection again, the projected image in accordance with the correction vector has an opposite slope to the initial line like Fig. 4(c) . Finally, we can calculate the baseline which is parallel to the real horizontal line by summing the initial line vector and the correction vector with a proper scale factor. Let i and c be the slopes of the initial line vector and the correction vector, respectively. The scale factor s is defined as the ratio of i and c. The baseline vector is then calculated as Eq. 1 where and mean the initial line vector and the correction vector, respectively. Figure 4(d) shows the baseline that is parallel to the real horizontal line. This process is indicated in Fig. 6. (1)
Camera Parameter Estimation
After calculating the baseline, we estimate the rectified camera parameters. We firstly find the new camera centers. In the proposed method, the left camera center is considered as the reference and we estimate the new camera center of the right camera. Then the new camera center of the right camera is defined as a point that is apart with the user-input camera distance along the direction of the baseline.
After that, we consider the camera rotation matrices. We estimate each camera rotation matrix that satisfies the following conditions. The horizontal axis of every image plane becomes parallel to the baseline vector. All the principal axes are defined in common as the direction perpendicular to both of the baseline vector and the average of all the original vertical axes. Then, the vertical axis of each image plane is orthogonal to both of the new principal axis and the baseline vector. Thus, the rotation matrix for the rectified stereo camera R' has the form shown in Eq. 2, where and mean the directions of the baseline vector and the average of all the original vertical axes, respectively. (2) Then, we estimate the common camera intrinsic parameters. The focal length and the principal point are obtained as the averages of their original values, respectively. The same focal length of each camera makes all image planes coplanar. There are also uniform horizontal displacement between corresponding points and few vertical mismatches in pixels between corresponding points due to the same principal point of each camera. Finally, we obtain the rectified camera projection matrices which are composed of the estimated camera parameters like Eq. 3.
(3)
Rectification Transf
For the last step, we can applying the rectification viewpoint. Then, we use th and estimated cameras calle k-th image is obtained by transform to each image, we
Experimental Res
For experiments, we capt cameras; one provides 10 resolution. The first test im cameras is about 6.5cm. Th between two cameras is 40 captured images have the p were vertical pixel displac the camera rotation differen o Image Rectification Method Using Horizontal Baseline form generate the rectified stereo image by calculating transform. We consider the epipolar geometry for e he point-to-point mapping between images of the origi ed the 2-D homography H [10] . Finally, the transform y using this homography like Eq. 4. By applying e can obtain the rectified stereo image. sults tured two sets of stereo image. We used two types 024x768 and the other provides full HD (1920x10 mages are shown in Fig. 7(a) , the distance between t he second test images are shown in Fig. 7(b) , the dista 0cm in this case. Figure 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show that practical stereo geometry which is shown in Fig. 1 . Th ement between corresponding points, and also we no nce. Figure 10 shows the r proposed method. As show but also almost parallel to . Ho ified result by the conventional method [6] . We notice t skewed. This skewness is due to the skewed basel and C 2 . Especially for the second image set, although th alignment in the original images, the rectified results h Results by the proposed method d a stereo image rectification method using the horizon thod avoids that the rectified images become skewed du The baseline in the proposed method is calculated to ne in the real world using the initial and correction vect e experimental results show that the results from s geometrical misalignment without the visual distort nal method. 
